1. Turn the unit on.
2. Press the up/down button to raise the torso.
3. Swing the holder arms out.
4. Press the rotation button to tilt the torso.
5. Turn the unit off.
6. Empty the optional water bottle and optional vacuum waste jar after use.
7. Flush the manikin with 1/2 liter of water and drain.

Maintenance/Storage

NOTE: Clean the simulator unit with warm water and soap. Do not use any chemicals or cleaners.

1. Flush the manikin with 1/2 liter of water and drain.
2. Empty the optional water bottle and optional vacuum waste jar after use.
3. Empty the optional vacuum screen. Align the vacuum screen tab with the groove in the vacuum cannister to orient the screen properly for reinstallation.
4. Return the unit to its storage position.
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Setup (continued)

5. Fill the optional water bottle.

Use (continued)

4. Insert the syringe tip until two clicks are felt, indicating the syringe tip is properly installed.

5. Use the adjustment keys to adjust the air and water for handpieces.

WARNING: Do not turn the key all the way to the left or the stem could come out of the block.

Use (continued)

Use the touch control to adjust the simulator handpieces or operate the dental light.

CAUTION: Do not turn the key all the way to the left or the stem could come out of the block.

WARNING: Use only A-dec syringe tips to prevent ejection. When installing a tip, be sure to insert the tip fully.

Syringe Tip

2 Clicks

[Diagram of syringe tip installation]

Insert the syringe tip until two clicks are felt, indicating the syringe tip is properly installed.

Use the touch control to adjust the simulator handpieces or operate the dental light.

(Touch control is optional. Not all features shown on the touch control may be available.)

Simulator Touchpad

- Accessory Buttons
- Touchpad Screen
- Decrease
- Memory Presets
- Increase
- Forward/Reverse
- (For Initial Setup)
- Endodontic Mode
- Dental Light On/Off
- Dental Light Dry/Off

For complete CP5i control pad instructions, see the A-dec DS7/CP5i/CP5 Touch Controls Instructions for Use (p/n 86.0857.00) at a-dec.com/touchscreen-manual.

Use (continued)

Use the foot control to operate the vacuum and handpieces.

CAUTION: Do not turn the key all the way to the left or the stem could come out of the block.

WARNING: Use only A-dec syringe tips to prevent ejection. When installing a tip, be sure to insert the tip fully.

Syringe Tip

2 Clicks

Lift out the holders and switch sides to convert for right- or left-handed use.

[Diagram of handpiece conversion]

Insert the syringe tip until two clicks are felt, indicating the syringe tip is properly installed.